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Cocoa Bomb™ Chocolate Whiskey Wins GOLD Medal at USA 
Spirits Ratings Competition in San Francisco 

 
Gig Harbor, WA (August 17, 2021) – In the USA Spirits Ratings competition, which took 
place in San Francisco in July 2021, Cocoa Bomb™ Chocolate Whiskey won a Gold medal, the 
ultimate seal of approval within the spirits industry. In order to receive this award, Cocoa Bomb 
needed to score highly in 3 different categories in a blind tasting competition overseen by a panel 
of high-profile judges.  
 
According to Sid Patel, CEO and Founder of event organizer Beverage Trade Network (BTN), 
“This innovative scoring system has been instrumental in identifying world-class spirits that 
consumers actually want to drink. We’ve broadened the definition of drinkability, in order to 
reflect how spirits drinkers actually choose which spirits they buy at a retail store or order from a 
bar menu.”  
 
“We are very excited and honored that Cocoa Bomb Whiskey performed so well in competition 
at the USA Spirits Ratings event,” said Justin Stiefel, Heritage Distilling Co. CEO and co-
founder. “Our goal is to create consumer-friendly spirits that fit a market need. Winning a Gold 
medal so soon after the launch of Cocoa Bomb Whiskey is a testament to the product’s quality 
and consumer appeal.”  
 
In judging the various spirits, the judges were instructed to take the following key elements into 
account: 

• Quality - referring to the overall taste, flavor and aroma of the spirit.  
• Value - referring to the relative pricing of the spirit vis-a-vis other peers.  
• Packaging - referring to the overall brand presentation of the spirit, with an emphasis on 

how well the spirit appeals to a specific customer segment.  
 
Spirits were assigned scores on a 100-point basis. In order to receive a Gold medal in 
competition, a spirit needed to score at least 90 points as part of a total weighted score. 
 
The goal of the USA Spirits Ratings competition is to find, evaluate and award spirits that 
successfully score well across each of these three major scoring criteria. The judging panel 
consisted of spirits industry experts with extensive commercial buying expertise. 
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About Heritage Distilling Company, Inc.: 
Heritage Distilling Company, Inc. (HDC), opened to the public in Gig Harbor, Washington in 
2012. It is one of the premier craft distilleries in the U.S. and the most-awarded craft distillery in 
North America for the past seven years by the American Distilling Institute. HDC produces a 
range of whiskeys, vodkas, gins, aquavit and rums and operates distilleries and tasting rooms in 
six locations spanning two states and has distribution of select products in multiple states. Family 
operated and majority woman-owned, HDC is adept at connecting with and contributing to the 
culture of craft spirits through multiple channels. For more information, please visit 
www.heritagedistilling.com. 
 
About the USA Spirits Ratings competition 
 
The 4th Annual USA Spirits Ratings competition took place in San Francisco this July. Winners 
were evaluated based on three separate criteria - Quality, Value and Packaging - and assigned a 
score out of 100 possible points. The organizer of the event is Beverage Trade Network (BTN), 
which also hosts industry events around the world and owns media assets and platforms to 
connect the drinks industry globally. 
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